Troxler showed that fixated stimuli fade faster in peripheral than in foveal vision. We used a time-varying procedure, to show that peripheral adaptation is faster and more pronounced than foveal adaptation for the three cardinal color modulations that isolate different classes of retinal ganglion cells. We then tested the hypothesis that fixational eye movements control the magnitude and speed of adaptation, by simulating them with intermittent flashes, and attenuating their effects with blurred borders. Psychophysical and electrophysiological results confirmed the eye movement-based hypothesis. By comparing effects across classes of ganglion cells, we found that the effects of eye movements are mediated not only by the increase in size of receptive fields with eccentricity, but also by the sensitivity of different ganglion cells to sharp borders and transient changes in the stimulus. Finally, using the same paradigm with retinal ganglion cells, we show that adaptation parameters do not vary for the three classes of ganglion cells for eccentricities from 2°to 12°, in the absence of eye movement.
INTRODUCTION
Prolonged viewing of a stimulus causes neural adaptation at many levels of the visual pathway [1] [2] [3] . Adaptation modifies perceived attributes of the stimulus and, on cessation of the stimulus, can lead to a visual after-effect. For colored stimuli, perceived colors desaturate with viewing and the after-image on a neutral background is in the complementary colors.
Troxler [4] showed that, when eye movements are minimized by fixation, stimuli fade faster in the periphery than in the foveal vision. The slower fading, or even the nonfading, in foveal vision could be attributed to small fixational eye movements that can selectively refresh responses of foveal neurons, which have narrow receptive fields (RFs), but cannot do the same for responses of the peripheral neurons, which have wider RFs [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Clarke and colleagues [10] [11] [12] [13] examined the Troxler effect with a series of experiments on light adaptation in a dark environment. They characterized the time-course of peripheral brightness adaptation by a peripheral versus central equalization task [11] , as well as the recovery time following exposure with different visual patterns, including gratings [12] . They hypothesized that slower central adaptation was based on the effects of eye movements at the borders, and had a postreceptoral, but precortical, locus [13] . Although the Troxler effect has been exploited for some striking color illusions, e.g., Hinton's Lilac Chaser [14] , and has been the subject of many investigations [15, 16] , the effect seems not to have been experimentally investigated with color stimuli or by simulating the effects of fixational eye movements.
Zaidi et al. [17] devised a new color after-image paradigm to study color adaptation. Two halves of a bipartite disk were first increased, then decreased in contrast as a temporal half-sinusoid [ Fig. 1(a) ] along one of the three cardinal directions of color space [18, 19] . Observers saw the contrast increase, then decrease to zero, then reverse as an after-image [ Fig. 1(b) ]. They were asked to report the point of perceived identity (identity-point) of the two halves using a clock face [17] . Since this point preceded the point of physical equality, the contrast at that point provided an estimate of the magnitude of adaptation (nulling-contrast). Modulation along the cardinal axes isolates the responses of the three types of ganglion cells [20] : ΔL − M isolates cells that project to the Parvo layers in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), ΔL M S cells that project to Magno layers, and ΔS isolates cells that project to Konio cells; thus, we will call them PC, MC, and KC ganglion cells. The same paradigm, used with in vivo electrophysiological recordings, revealed that all three classes of primate retinal ganglion cells adapt in a subtractive fashion (equivalent to a high-pass filter [21] ); however, with a time-course much slower than photoreceptor adaptation. As a result of the adaptation, the ganglion cell responses return to baseline before the sinusoidal modulation has reached its zero-crossing, and then exhibit a rebound response that forms the after-image signal for later neural centers.
In this study, we compared the speed and magnitude of monocular color adaptation in foveal and peripheral vision using the color after-image procedure. We then tested the hypothesis that the difference between foveal and peripheral adaptation is due to eye movements by deriving predictions from the Zaidi et al. [17] ganglion cell adaptation model (Fig. 2 ). In this model, a postreceptoral adaptation signal accumulates continuously, but also decays as a negative exponential function of time, and is subtracted from the instantaneous postreceptoral input [ Fig. 3(a) ]. We used the half-sinusoid modulation as the adapting stimulus because the model predicts that a multiplicative scaling on the postreceptoral signal, as could happen by a decrease in sensitivity, would not alter the timing of the identity-point [ Fig. 3(b) versus Fig. 3(a) ], but if eye movements repeatedly move the RF of a cell across the border of the stimulus, alternating stimulus and background as input, the identity-point will be delayed [ Fig. 3(c) versus Fig. 3(a) ].
EXPERIMENT 1: FOVEAL AND PERIPHERAL ADAPTATION WITH AND WITHOUT JITTER SIMULATION
In the first experiment, we used the after-image method to measure the identity-point of adaptation to slow sinusoidal modulations along all three cardinal directions for the central fovea and a peripheral location. Then, to simulate the effects of eye movements moving RFs across the stimulus border, we rapidly turned the stimulus on and off during the modulation, and made the same measurements at the same locations. We chose to simulate the effects of eye-jitter rather than control it, because the required stabilization could only be achieved with a tracking adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope, and these are not yet capable of producing color modulations that can isolate classes of ganglion cells [22] .
A. Methods A 3.2°radius bipartite disk was displayed in the center of a CRT in a dark room and viewed from a chin-rest at 1.0 m. The colors of the two halves were slowly modulated on the monitor to opposite ends of each of the cardinal color axes [23] 
The temporal cycle began and ended at a 62.85 cd∕m 2 mid-gray level, which was also the color of the background. The time of the identity-point, where the perceived contrast was null (Rt 0), was reported by using a foveal clock (Fig. 4) . The trial ended when the observer reported that the after-image had faded. On the jitter simulation (a) (b) trials, the stimulus was returned to the background level for 95 ms for every 800 ms. Four conditions were tested: 3.2°foveal stimulus without pulses or with pulses, and 3.2°peripheral stimulus without pulses or with pulses, centered at an eccentricity of 8° (Fig. 4) . The large stimulus size was used because peripheral adaptation was too rapid to make useful comparisons for small 2°stimuli. Measurements on retinal ganglion cells up to 8°have shown that at all eccentricities used in this study, RF centers are fed by single cones, but the size of the RFs increases with eccentricity [24, 25] . Seven observers with normal color vision participated in the experiment. Each of them completed 20 trials per condition after a training session of three trials of each condition.
Two time values were recorded for each trial: the identitypoint Rt 0, and the end of the color after-image. From every identity-point, we computed the corresponding physical contrast value Qt of the stimulus in the range of 0.0-1.0, with 1.0 being the maximum excursion possible on our monitor. The color after-image duration reports guaranteed that observers did not perceive any residual after-image for the next trial. The after-image duration measurements were much noisier than the identity-point measures, and were not used for analysis. Figure 5 shows the mean contrast values Qt at the identitypoint Rt 0 for each of the four conditions for each of the three color axes, averaged across all seven observers, accompanied by the 95% confidence intervals (see Appendix A Fig. 9 for individual results). The data on the four conditions were used to compare three pairs of stimulus conditions: the classical case of center versus periphery without jitter, and presentations with eye movement jitter simulation versus without, for each of the two locations. Statistical tests for each color axis were based on paired comparison t-tests for all 140 paired trials, i.e., each trial was its own control across observers and sessions (see Table 1 ).
B. Results
In the conditions without the jitter simulation, the adaptation time-course was significantly slower at the fovea than the periphery for all three cardinal axes, confirming the Troxler effect for our experimental conditions. It is unlikely that faster adaptation in the periphery could be caused by a weaker signal, whether receptoral or postreceptor, because the ganglion cell subtractive adaptation model [17] shows that the weaker signal would not change the identity-point setting [ Fig. 3(b) ].
With jitter simulation for the foveal stimuli, the adaptation time-course was similar to the condition without jitter for all three cardinal axes, suggesting that, in the absence of our simulated jitter, fixation eye movements were already reducing adaptation (the effect was statistically significant but quite small for L/D). Peripheral jitter simulation slowed down adaptation for the R∕G and Y ∕V axes, but did not significantly change the adaptation time course for the L∕D axis. That the effect of the jitter simulation for the chromatic modulations was to decrease adaptation to peripheral stimuli, without affecting the foveal adaptation, indicates that the weaker foveal adaptation under usual conditions is likely to be due to the effects of eye-jitter. That jitter simulation did not substantially affect foveal or peripheral brightness adaptation, suggests that the jitter simulation we used was not sufficient to change the effects of eye movements on the transient MC ganglion cells that convey brightness contrast to higher areas [26] [27] [28] .
EXPERIMENT 2: BLURRED VERSUS SHARP STIMULUS BORDERS
The efficacy of the remarkable Lilac Chaser illusion [14] is partly due to blurred stimulus borders. A blurred border attenuates the effects of eye-jitter as compared with a sharp border. Therefore, as a further test of the eye-jitter hypothesis, especially for the achromatic brightness condition, we repeated the nonjitter conditions of Exp. 1, but where the outer edges of the bi-partite disk were either sharp, as before, or with a spatial blur decreasing linearly in contrast for the outer third [ Fig. 6(a) ]. We tested four conditions for each of the three color axes: 3.2°peripheral stimulus with sharp or blurred edges, and a 3.2°foveal stimulus with sharp or blurred edges (Figs. 4 and 6) . A subset of the six observers from Exp. 1 participated in Exp. 2. Each of them completed 20 trials after a training session of three trials. Identity-point and after-image cessation times were recorded for each trial, similar to Exp. 1.
A. Results Figure 7 shows contrast values Qt corresponding to the occurrence of the identity-point (Rt 0), averaged over all six observers (see Appendix B Fig. 10 for individual results), along with bars showing the 95% confidence intervals. The results are plotted to facilitate comparison of adaptation magnitude in blurred versus sharp stimuli for each of the three color axes, separately for the foveal and peripheral presentations. Statistical tests for each color axis were based on paired comparison t-tests for all 120 paired trials (see Table 2 ). For foveal and peripheral presentations, adaptation was significantly faster when the edges were blurred for the L∕D axis, but there was no significant adaptation difference for the chromatic Y ∕V and R∕G axes. MC ganglion cells are temporally transient and have a spatially bandpass response, so attenuating the effects of eye-jitter with stimulus blur should have the effect on adaptation that is shown in the results. PC and KC ganglion cells have a more sustained and low-pass response, so the gradient at the stimulus border should have less effect.
ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS OF ADAPTATION VERSUS ECCENTRICITY
Zaidi et al. [17] measured in vivo neuronal responses for KC, PC, and MC ganglion cells in stationary primate eyes. Each cell was exposed to sinusoidal modulation from gray to each pole of its preferred cardinal axis. The stimuli for KC and PC were 5°uniform circular patches covering the RFs. The stimuli for MC were stationary sinusoidal gratings of spatial frequency 0.5 cycles per degree, with the cell centered at the peak or trough. Response histograms for all classes of cells resembled the left-bottom panel in Fig. 3(a) , i.e., the cells' responses returned to baseline (zero-crossing) before the stimulus. By fitting the model in Fig. 2 , we estimated zerocrossings for each ganglion cell and the corresponding contrast at that level Qt (see [17] for details). Figure 8 plots these adaptation magnitude estimates against eccentricity, and shows that adaptation magnitude is essentially constant from 2°to 12°in the absence of eye movements. 
DISCUSSION
We first showed that the Troxler effect can be measured reliably for all three classes of retinal ganglion cells with our after-image generation method. Next, we tested the hypothesis that the difference between foveal and peripheral adaptation is due to miniature eye movements, which are inevitable when observers are trying to fixate. In the absence of being able to perfectly stabilize images on the retina, we tried to simulate the effects of eye-jitter by turning the adapting stimulus to the background level for short pulses. This manipulation equated peripheral adaptation to foveal adaptation for the two chromatic cardinal axes, possibly because PC and KC ganglion cells have long integration times. Since this manipulation did not work for the achromatic axis, we tried the opposite task of attenuating the effect of eye-jitter by blurring the edge of the stimulus. This manipulation increased adaptation for both foveal and peripheral stimuli, indicating that eye-jitter may play a role at both locations because of the transient nature of MC ganglion cells. That blur had similar effects on both locations for achromatic stimuli and also explains why increasing the effect of eye-jitter by added pulses did not remove the difference between foveal and peripheral brightness adaptation. Finally, we showed that electrophysiological recordings from retinal ganglion cells confirm our inferences from the psychophysical data.
In conclusion, our results support the classical hypothesis that the effects of fixational eye movements account for the difference between foveal and peripheral color and brightness adaptation. However, MC cells have larger RFs than PC cells, so comparisons of eye movement effects on different classes of ganglion cells reveal that the effects are also mediated by the spatial and temporal response properties of ganglion cells, not just by the size of the RFs. 
